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Abstract 
We developed a direct supply chain from a forest to a house builder for environment-friendly wooden long-life 
housing based on the “progressive market-in” method. This business model successfully incorporates the external 
environmental value of the house into its market price. 
In this paper, we discuss the direct supply chain business model and its environmental effect in Japan, using a micro 
approach (for individual economic bodies) and a macro approach for the country. 
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1. Background of the study 
Total volume of artificial forest in Japan has become five times larger in four decades   by the intensive 
afforestation of Japanese cedar and cypress following with expanded afforestation policy after world war 
two. There is enough much volume of wood for harvest now. However by much volume of imported 
wood self-sufficiency ratio of the Japanese timbers for building is 27.9% in 2012 (Forest Agency, 2013). 
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Harvest ration of forest wood in Japan is 0.5 percent in 2005 (Forest Agency, 2009). Therefore, the 
component of planted forests by age class is uneven in Japan.  
If the present bad state of the Japanese wood market continues for several decades, forest industry can 
not earn enough income for reforestation and maintenance, consequently domestic forestry business 
would collapse and the CO2 absorption ability of most domestic forests would decline, as pointed out in 
Maeda (2011b). Beside forestry problem, there is another problem in houses. The average life of houses in 
Japan is very short; they need to be demolished and rebuilt after around thirty years (Cabinet Office, 
2010). The above problems affect both the wood market and the house market in Japan. These two bad 
spirals result in the following problems: ķ increasing CO2 emission by carrying wood from foreign 
countries to Japan, ĸ  decrease in the amount of CO2 absorption due to the absence of artificial 
plantations, Ĺ negative effect of CO2 fixation from houses being often scrapped (Figure 1). 
 
 
Figure 1. Problems from forestry to the house market 
 
The low ratio can be explained as follows: gathering the required quantities of domestic wood is 
difficult because each of ownership of forest is very small (Forest Agency, 2009). House builders can 
obtain necessary quantities of wood of the desired quality by importing after forest product trade was 
liberalized in Japan in 1964.  
To improve this situation, we developed a set of an environmentally friendly business model and a 
support system for market penetration based on the “progressive market-in” method. The way of this 
method is, not developing a new market, but to sift existing market, which is easier to penetrate a new 
system. The business model consists of one forestry company in Miyagi prefecture which also manages a 
lumbermill and a NPO house builder, “Natural Material House”. The main reason why houses are 
scrapped and rebuilt in short years in Japan is the absence of a secondary market for houses. To mature 
secondary market for houses, it is needed to evaluate accurate price reflecting environmental performance 
and an appropriate finance system.  
Therefore we developed the new certification system named “Natural Material House Certification” to 
evaluate environmentally friendly house as well as a civic financial mechanism named “Civic Bank” to 
provide home loans for the secondary market deals (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Solution by the certification system 
 
With the new system (based on the “progressive market-in” method) and this house certification 
system, a buyer can easily check out the specifications before purchasing a house and could push good 
sales. With sufficient penetration of this system, the Japanese economy could escape from a vicious spiral. 
2. Economical effect by the NMH certification system 
To certificate our business model we compared the timber price and cost of our business model and an 
average of typical cases about Japanese cedar.  The average purchase price at house builder is 75,900yen 
per m3, but drying timber price equal to forest industry and lumbermill can survive is 86,600yen perm3, 
with 10,700yen loss. In case of our direct system, its price is 61,100yen with surplus of 14,800 yen. This 
means our direct dealing model without log market and timber market can keep enough income to forest 
industry and lumbermill. 
NMH(Company-D) uses whole quality level timbers including weak one following supply distribution 
from a log,  but Company-A uses only strong timber unbalanced with supply distribution (Figure 3). 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Young Ratio (Strength of timber) distribution comparison 
 
Considering that customers face a stringent financial situation when they pay for a house, we lend to 
the customer who buys a house an amount equal to the discounted value of the future price of the house, 
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which is evaluated in our system by the financial institution established by the citizens (NPO bank). 
Using the interest payments, we can check the condition of the house regularly and repair it if necessary. 
If this arrangement works, we can prevent deterioration in the condition of the house. Considering that the 
financial institution shows the future value of the house when it lends to the customer, it functions as a 
benchmark in the market for existing houses. Thus, we could break the vicious spiral of the Japanese 
housing market and enhance the CO2 fixation effect of the house.  
3. Conclusion 
Both employment creation and the inflow of money into the area, which the system promotes at the 
same time, will increasingly revitalize the economies of the area. Because the future value of the house is 
recognized, a reverse mortgage occurs. Therefore, a household does not need to hold much liquidity, and 
Japanese households’ financial assets are restructured in line with developed country portfolios. The 
system promotes economic growth in Japan since the increase in risk money brings about many 
innovations in the economy. With this system in place, CO2 emissions during transportation of imported 
products could decrease, the CO2 absorption ability of forests could improve and the CO2 fixation effect 
of houses could improve as well. 
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